
Utah Behavioral Health Planning and Advisory Council 

Monthly Member Meeting 

Date: Thursday, June 02, 2022 

Time: 12 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

"Our mission is to ensure quality behavioral health care in Utah by promoting collaboration, advocacy, 

education, and delivery of services." 

Agenda: 

• Review and View of Minutes  

• Introduction 

• Announcements  

• Debriefing UBHPAC Breakout Data 

• Doug Thomas  

• Q&A/Final Remarks 

Attendees: Javier Alegre – Co-chair, LBHS; Sigrid Nolte – Co-Chair, CPSS; Randee Barriga -  DBH, CPSS; 

David Sanders – SLCC; Heather Rydalch- OSUMH; Theo Schwartz – OSUMH; Jeanine Park – CPSS, 

Advocate; James Park – Consumer; Lisa Hancock – CPSS, Optum; Peggy Hostetter – Retired, Mental 

Health Counselor; Terry K. Harrison – Alliance House; Cathy Davis – USBE, Suicide Prevention Sp.; Pedro 

Rico – LBHS, CPSS; Jessica Makin – OSUMH; Jennifer Marchant – CPSS, Nami Teacher; Jules Martinez- 

LBHS, CPSS, LCSW; Shanin Rapp – CPSS; Rafael Montero – Vocational Rehabilitation; Dan Braun – 

Wasatch Pediatrics; Rob Wessman – Nami Utah; Aurelio Rodriguez – Multicultural Counseling Center 

Community Liaison; Sabra Ewing – Disability Advocate; Karla Arroyo- Multicultural Counseling Center; 

Richard – Alliance House; Jason Jacobs – CPSS; Susi Feltch-Malohifo'ou- PIK2AR;  

Time Event Heading 

00:00:00-00:13:51 Introduction 

Review and View of November Minutes:  

Sigrid asks if there is a motion to approve the minutes 

Jeanine sets a motion to approve the minutes, Rob seconds the motion.   

00:13:51-00:19:44 Announcement  
  
First time attending - David Sanders SLCC: center for health and counseling, save 
the kids, Utah reintegration project, living and aging with pride. 
 
Sigrid, fill out the application and attend three times. 



Richard, (Our first) in house club training at Alliance, 2 clubhouses form Michigan 
and a clubhouse from New York. Training will be at alliance house Monday 6th.  
 
Javier, next week Utah Peer Conference Thursday (noon to 5pm) and Friday 
(9am-5pm) website is fully updated with presenters and agenda. 
https://www.utahpeerconference.org/  
 
David - Had the opportunity to film a 5 mins film for suicide prevention. This is 
one of the running themes for the community college to encourage people to 
participate in suicide prevention discussions. We will attempt to do this every 
semester, this was in response to the situation with Izzy and Danny Bates' 
husband died by suicide and she has been opened to talk about it, and that is 
what we want to do is get people comfortable to talk about it. We are committed 
to helping anyone in the college who wants to raise awareness on this topic or 
anything behavioral health related. The video is online/YouTube. I will link it.  
 
"preventable"  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lsa2GbOEw-U  
 

00:19:44-00:52:03 Debriefing UBHPAC Breakout Data 

Jules - *presents to the group a word doc of the discussion that was had last 
general meeting in regard to recommendations for filling behavioral health 
disparity gaps. 

 

UBHPAC Breakouts 

5.5.22.docx
 

Jules- we have a lot of topics and diverse perspectives from this group. Gaps that 
were mentioned were the difficulty people must access resources whether they 
are not insured or underinsured. Many groups talked about housing and food 
insecurity impacting people's access to mental health/behavioral health. 
Language barriers. Integrated health terminology was discussed such as what 
does it mean, seems to be confusion or various interpretations of it. The overuse 
of emergency services (e.g., police, receiving centers) rather than the using lower 
systems of care that are preventative. Finally, services for incarcerated folks or 
previously incarcerated folks.  

And one of our questions was: Do you feel that block grant funding is currently 
proportional, and well represents the gaps you identified?  

Jules - I know Pam during our last meeting did an overview on this but it seems 
like we could probably review this in more detail and nuance more often.  

https://www.utahpeerconference.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lsa2GbOEw-U


Many groups talked a lot about moving away from local authorities to a more 
decentralized network of flexible community-based services run by Peers or 
CHW's. Local authorities have done well however they do tend to be a sort of one 
size fits all, and it's hard for a lot of communities to access them for a lot of 
reason, and I know that the division of substance use in mental health has been 
moving towards more RFPs for CBO's and it sounds like folks want to move in 
that direction. Pam explained, there are some barriers to that with the way that 
the legislative rule is written. But folks had some creative ideas for that. So, in 
addition to doing State level advocacy around funding sources, requiring or 
recommending or providing contracts for partnerships between local 
authorities and community-based organizations. Finally offering more technical 
assistance for CBO's to be able to access that funding.  

One group talked about better systems of communication with one another 
across services, some more care coordination, and education around the 
different things that communities have to offer more connection and 
relationships. Then a few groups talked about wanting to have more 
understanding on how funds are spent, and how the expenditures represent 
diversity and the gaps that we identified at the beginning.  

Jules - I asked folks to think about, what if we were to write an RFP what that 
would look like. But I don't think people had time to discuss that so that might be 
something to discuss more about.  

Who are we missing: youth voices, not insured/underinsured, BIPOC, 
unsheltered population, incarcerated people, rural population, aging population, 
and children with developmental disabilities, and undocumented youth?  

Recommendations for further discussion: is it within our scope to address food 
and housing insecurity? What can we do about the insured/underinsured 
population?  How do we get more involvement from folks that we identified as 
missing to participate in UBHPAC? Can OSUMH provide an outline of RFPs that 
exist? Do they cover the need? Are they accessible? Can we get the OSUMH grant 
for review and discussion earlier? 

Recommendations for actions: Can OSUMH write more RFPs for community-
based services to address identified gaps? Or Provide contracts or requirements 
for LMA to work with CBOs? 

Shanin: If people are interested to see what is currently posted available, they 
can go here: 
https://bids.sciquest.com/apps/Router/PublicEvent?CustomerOrg=StateOfUtah  

Sabra - I would like to learn more about representation of people with disabilities 
and their experience on barriers to accessing health care.  

https://bids.sciquest.com/apps/Router/PublicEvent?CustomerOrg=StateOfUtah


Karla - a structure to look at the whole image. So, bringing people together and 
what does that look like? 

Javier - I like the direction we are going with this, and Jules is a good facilitator 
helping us with the direction. I am thinking based on what has been said is maybe 
formalizing this a little more, maybe creating some sort of a report document 
where we can give a report to the division with action recommendations, and 
then maybe either next year, or in a few months, have the division report back, 
and say this is what we did. This is what happened with the recommendations 
you have for us, but we can give recommendations without the committee's 
input. Therefore, having the breakout sessions last time and having all of this 
information in the red has been so helpful.  

Heather - Here is the link to the Utah State Purchasing website. There is a video 
"How to Submit a Bid in the Utah Public Procurement Place". 
https://purchasing.utah.gov/for-vendors/   

Heather - You may already have this information, but I wanted to share it just in 
case. Here is the link to the Health Disparities Needs Assessment and Infographic. 
https://dsamh.utah.gov/health-disparities-report  

00:52:03-1:38:29 Doug Thomas - I used to work at the Division of Substance-use and Mental health 
(or the Office of Substance-use and Mental Health) for about 11 years, retired in 
December and became a community health director at Intermountain Healthcare 
and in my role, we are focused on supporting the organization and helping it 
maintain its nonprofit status.  

Contact: Doug.Thomas@imail.org   

So, the money that would go to property tax because we're a nonprofit for our 
hospitals instead of going to property taxes that goes out into the community 
to help fund a lot of gaps in services and it goes out to community providers in 
various ways, through charitable contributions and through the applications 
people submit for services and been working with a variety of organizations. 
Some new peer-run organizations apply for funding, and then to kind of get them 
in the mix, so that they know how to apply for the bigger funding. 

We act as a resource, so if any of you belong to an organization that has not 
received funding from our partner fund or our community coalition, please let us 
know you can contact me directly and I'd be happy to set you up with our giving 
team, and then get you informed. We have application cycles. The next one will 
start in August and another one in the Spring. We also do some end of the year 
funding as well depending on how the organization does. 

 

https://purchasing.utah.gov/for-vendors/
https://dsamh.utah.gov/health-disparities-report
mailto:Doug.Thomas@imail.org


We have a community partner fund. So that really helps nonprofits and small 
businesses that are involved in anything related to healthcare and our major 
initiatives, which are mental, well-being, social determinants of health, equity, 
diversity and inclusion, and impact hiring and becoming an anchor institution. 
Also, air quality is also another one that we're focused on in this. We are focusing 
on suicide prevention and overdose prevention and all the things that are right. 
So, it's great because we get to work across the whole spectrum. We get to work 
on funding and prevention, health promotion. Doing that work as well as work in 
the intervention space with treatment. And we have a behavioral health network 
that we find where providers can see uninsured and underinsured individuals in 
the community. You know it's a network throughout the State that people can 
get services when they don't have health insurance. We do a lot to support 
health insurance premium subsidies and that one is agnostic. We don't only pay 
to get people on select health, we pay to help them pay their premium. So, 
there's a program that we have there, and we work closely with Utah Health 
Policy Project on health navigators, and they are aware of this program and sign 
people up all the time. E.g., they may just need an extra 50 or $100 a month to 
be able to pay for their health insurance through their plan, but they just can't 
afford it without it. We are trying to get the word out in the re-entry space. So, as 
you have opportunities to interact with corrections or others would love to come 
and present just kind of what we offer. Because that is a gap, when people are 
coming out of jail or out of prison, [...] we have a lot of ways that we can help fill 
gaps and get people access to care. We built a PowerPoint around that that we 
could share.  

We are helping with paneling and credentialing. We recognize that the process 
is confusing, we're looking to make that process easier and not take as long 
because we know that when providers do come on that it's hard if they can't get 
paid for the people they are seeing. For example, we helped Wasatch Behavioral 
Health with issues they were having with paneling and credentialing.  

We are working on revising the Counseling on Access to Lethal Means training 
that we developed and support for Utah. That's the training that therapists, CPSS 
and other people working in this space who do interventions and interact with 
people who are in crisis learn how to best talk about making sure that firearms 
are secured, locked and stored properly.  

We're also looking at how to align our access centers with the receiving center 
model and so the access center at McKay-Dee hospital right now is figuring out 
how they want to do peer support services, and they haven't landed on a model. 
So, if you have input on what you think would be the best model. Please let me 
know, I will forward that on to the leaders making those decisions. But right now, 
they're trying to decide should they hire their peer support specialists in-house or 
should they contract with the peer run organization and have your support kind 
of come in and contract to be there working with our other team members in 
that space and personally that's the direction I hope they go. If you wanted to do 



it as UBHPAC, saying you know this is what we would recommend, a letter would 
be helpful because I could share that with the leadership. The strength of having 
them contracted is that you can follow them in the community. You're not done 
once they're out of the access center they have the support systems outside of 
that. If Intermountain hires CPSS I think it would be difficult to maintain that 
outside relationship outside of the access center, which is really what we want. 
We want people to be connected to their community and to be building their 
own form and informal support network.  

1:15:00 

Questions, Comments, and Answers 

1:38:29-1:50:00 Final Remarks 
 
Jules Heather or Shanin can connect with Pam about getting more information 
on the breakdown of funding by gap by need that was identified in the review 
that we did.  
 
Javier - Jules we can type an email as well about what you have and give her a bit 
more information of what you're asking so she's able to respond in a way that is 
more in line with what you're thinking or what we're thinking.  
 
Susi - I was in a meeting with someone (Christine Whyn) from the Health 
Department, apparently now housing supplemental things can now be build 
through Medicaid, and it's going to roll out in the fall.  
 
Peggy - [...] wraparound services that facilitate remaining and housing can be 
paid for by Medicaid.  
 
Dave Wilde - The waiver that she's talking about that Chris is running is a new 11-
15 amendment called housing related services and supports and so you're it 
doesn't pay for rent, but it pays for Case Managing to get people into housing. It 
helps pay for down payments, but we must call something else, and some fees. 
So can help get people into housing and it's any services to help people maintain 
housing with it, whatever that may be. It's broad in that aspect. As for getting in 
rolled as a Medicaid provider 1-2 years should not be happening so if you are 
having issues, I can help connect you with our enrollment bureau that can help 
walk you through if you're running into roadblocks or issues with that. 
*Manual will come out in the Fall, eligibility for this group is that if you're eligible 
for town you'll apply for the HRSS waiver. It is a smaller group from Medicaid as a 
whole.  
 
Contact for more information is Chris: cgnguyen@utah.gov  

mailto:cgnguyen@utah.gov


1:50:00 Meeting Adjourn 

ZOOM LINK https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/V7dNchK6p8kSvs5NCydX2DAZAnWDUACQ5
3PztRvyTF73viPR--WdnBnJuHaM6oZV.-KOWHlY2ID7e20qM  
 
Passcode: #L&s0ADd 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/V7dNchK6p8kSvs5NCydX2DAZAnWDUACQ53PztRvyTF73viPR--WdnBnJuHaM6oZV.-KOWHlY2ID7e20qM
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/V7dNchK6p8kSvs5NCydX2DAZAnWDUACQ53PztRvyTF73viPR--WdnBnJuHaM6oZV.-KOWHlY2ID7e20qM

